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***The paperback version of this book is 626 pages, not 445***The same occult group of people

who have been ruling over humanity for thousands of years continue to do so to this day. The

Luciferian one world government of Biblical prophecy is unfolding behind the scenes as you read

this, and was given the catchy name of the 'New World Order'. In our modern day world, the

technology exists to fulfill all aspects of the Biblical prophecies regarding the End Times, including

the resurrection of the original Antichrist, who was the architect of the New World Order over 4,000

years ago. This tyrant will be brought back to life to rule the world once again by using

mankindÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s advanced DNA technology, fulfilling the prophecy of Revelation 17:8 "The

beast, which you saw, once was, now is not, and will come up out of the Abyss and go to his

destruction. The inhabitants of the Earth whose names have not been written in the Book of Life

from the creation of the world will be astonished when they see the beast, because he once was,

now is not, and yet will come." I'm going to show you specifically the evidence that identifies who the

Antichrist was and will be again, how the plan for the New World Order began, who ran it through

history, who runs it today, and what is to happen in the very near future. You can learn right now all

of the most important components of this evil agenda and how they interlock to form a pyramidal,

compartmentalized conspiracy run by the Luciferian elites, to the ultimate benefit of only a few

thousand of the people involved with bringing the one world government to fruition. This is all

revealed in my first book, "Rise of the New World Order: The Culling of Man". If you've never heard

of the New World Order, what is happening behind the scenes is frankly quite shocking. My first

book is exactly the 'red pill' that will wake you up to what's really going on in the world. Yes, it's quite

disturbing, but there's a happy ending full of hope and promise if you understand what is REALLY

going on, that which is plainly laid out in my books. The second book of this series, Ã¢â‚¬Å“Rise of

the New World Order 2: The AwakeningÃ¢â‚¬Â• is also out now.Please read the book reviews for

this thrilling new series of books here on  and also  UK, and you will see that I am creating a highly

important series of books for you to not only read, but to make others aware of their existence. The

time for a mass-awakening of humanity is short and I need your help! I'm currently working on the

third book, 'Rise of the New World Order 3: Falling Sky', and expect to have it done and out in

2018.Thanks for reading and thanks for your support. -Sentinel Jeff Hays
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Need an open mind to grasp the reality of this book. Most people will be surprised and/or shocked at

some of this information.The author has done a lot of research to tell us the truth about how a few

filthy rich people have dominion over us all. I am waiting for the second book on this theme. Highly

recommend this book, any Christian or any person who wants to stay free needs to read this book.

This is a true book, not science fiction. Read this book and then tell others about it.

I've always been a believer in something much bigger than what we see on the news, a "behind the

scenes" manipulation of governments all over the world that 99.9% of the world is completely

unaware of. I'm also a die-hard Christian believing in the Bible. This book puts the two theories

(Revelations) together in a terrifying scenario of what's coming. Some of it is hard to believe, but the

general gist of it, a march toward a One World Order, I believe is unfortunately true. I recommend

everyone on the planet read this book, and realize time is short.

Not just a crank conspiracy theory, but has masonic and Illuminati origins manifest in banks and

governments that still rule and control America and the UN's actions to this day. This antique



adventure no one seems to have an answer to solving needs to be brought to full attention and

acknowledgement and forfeited for it will also result in the death of the rich (mass extinction) for it

will damage the Earth beyond livability. The world can become One World governed if we simply

would have collaboration instead of warmongering with a goal of WW3. The way America and the

UN is going about it just criminal... New World Order is not the good plan you were taught and this is

why Europeans see Americans having foolish optimism. This most awful plan will be brought about

in the not so distant future via dollar collapse and warmongering...We deserved far better and this

most awesome planet deserves a far better plan than what are inept leadership running on a 19th

century plan is producing.

I became "awakened" just a couple of years ago to this plan by reading everything I could get my

hands on. Much of what I read in this book merely validated so much I already know, but I also

learned so much more. I cannot stress enough the importance of reading this book, and then

sharing it with as many people as possible. There is only one way to stop this "Great plan" from

happening, and sending humanity into 1000 years of bondage and darkness... and that is to wake

up as many people as possible.The people have been waking up in droves, which has caused the

globalist leaders to step up their game... this is nothing short of a war between good and evil. I do

warn you.... once you learn what is happening, and you unplug from the Matrix, there is no

unlearning what you know... and keeping your head in the sand will only further the

problem.Reading this book will definitely start you down a path of truth seeking...Join the patriots in

the fight!

What an eye opener, to realize that most of the history has been doctored to fool humanity, satan

will stop at nothing to separate humanity from God and Jesus Christ. But we know the ending to

this, Satan and his minions who think they control the earth have lost, they are just fulfilling what

God intended. To detroy evil once and for all.This book is a must read if you want to be prepared

and not caught flat footed, because these things are happening the Bible said they would. Micha-el

is merely a watchman sounding a warning. Our salvation is much nearer than even I thought, time

to hold fast to our faith in Jesus Christ because soon He is coming.

The book has a lot of information to think about and I recommend it but I recommend everyone think

on their own when reading. One thing I didn't care for is the "g-d is testing us" thing. What kind of all

loving g-d would allow a child to starve to death to test someone, or allow genocide for the purpose



of "testing" people? That just doesn't make sense. I read an article at universal-rights dot com titled

Revision that makes sense of all that. Mr. Hays put a lot of work in his books and it shows, and

thanks to the Internet and  publishing that kind of information is possible. Keep the information

coming Mr. Hays! Not everyone has the time or inclination to research so having it all in an easy to

understand book is great.

...Buy it. Read it. Read it now.Well researched, as I was familiar with most of the subject matter in

this book prior to. The author correctly traces the origins of the 'new order of the ages' all the way

back to Nimrod, and correctly explains how MOST if not ALL the cultures and traditions of the world

have their root in ancient Babylon. The only way to combat this system is complete faith in Jesus

Christ. The REAL Jesus that is..

In brief, 'The Culling of Man' in my opinion is simply one of the most powerful, revealing and truthful

books that one could ever get their hands on---a must read, a must share!! I am thankful to the

author for his service as an instrument in sharing Divine Truth. If you want to know how we got into

our current state of affairs with respect to politics, culture, economics and where we're headed---put

your seat belt on, your about to find out! Such and important read... 'and the truth shall set you

free'.Charles W.Sherman Oaks, CA.
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